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RIDING

THE
BICYCLE

 

Knighted welcomes the seventh contract acquisition since the company commenced
in 2011 with the addition of The Bicycle Casino in Bell Gardens, Los Angeles. Wow -
that's an average of two contract wins per calendar year; way to go, team!
 
KV started at Bicycle on February 1st, banking 6 tables in the Freedom Court, and we
have since continued our expansion to additional tables throughout the casino.
Boasting over 100,000 square feet of space and offering one of the largest poker
rooms in the U.S., the casino provides a diverse range of limits and game offerings
(from BlackJack to Pai Gow Tiles) to suit every patron's interests and skill levels. Picture
the elegance of a grand Vegas-style casino in the heart of Los Angeles' South Bay. It's
no wonder why this SoCal gem continues to maintain its reputation as a premiere card
club hot spot! In fact, The Bicycle Casino has become such a popular name over the
years that Bell Gardens is building a memorial of sorts in its honor - The Bicycle
Casino Hotel.
 
We proudly look forward to our future as we continue to develop our business
relationship at this new SoCal location. A special thank you to our management and
HR teams for their work to make our transition efforts successful at Bicycle. We would
like to extend our warmest welcome to our new Team Members joining the Knighted
family. It's been a pleasure getting to know all of you throughout the interviewing and
onboarding process, and we are thrilled to have you onboard!  Please reach out to
your HR points of contact for all onboarding- and transition-related questions and
concerns:
 
Susanna Sheehan, SoCal HR Lead - ssheehan@knighted.com, (510) 240-9121
Jason Galit, SoCal HR Associate - jgalit@knighted.com, (510) 485-9578
 
 

 
Knights for Neighbors 

-
 Lend a Helping Hand,

Vote on a Volunteer 
Field Trip

Alternatives" by Aretha Welch
Classy Casinosaurs

Join Our Mailing List

BBANKERANKER  BRILLIANCE BRILLIANCE
Monthly Quiz & Contest 

Answer all of the quiz questions correctly
and you will be entered into our monthly

mystery prize drawing!
  

Click This Link to Submit
Your Answers

 
1.) If we are banking on Seat 1 on a Pai
Gow Poker table, what are the odds that the
dice cup action lands on Seat 7?
 
A.) 1 in 6
B.) 1 in 7
C.) 1 in 8
D.) 5 in 36
E.) 31 in 216
 
2.) If we are banking on Seat 1 on a Tiles
table, what are the odds that the dice action
lands on the bank?
 
A.) 1 in 7
B.) 1 in 8
C.) 13 in 108
D.) 25 in 216
E.) 3 in 24
F.) 7 in 54
 
3.) If the first day of the month is a
________, there will be a Friday the
13th that month.

A.) Monday
B.) Tuesday
C.) Wednesday
D.) Thursday
E.) Friday
F.) Saturday
G.) Sunday

 
4.) True or False - It is equally likely that the
Player side wins with a natural 8 or 9 as
the Banker side win with a natural 8 or 9. 
 
5.) How many VISUALLY DIFFERENT tiles
are there in a 32-tile set?
 
6.) In a 32-Tile Set, there are 227 total dots. 
How many of these dots are red?
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Hello, Knights for Neighbors! We are so proud to feature your stories in our
newsletter, and we are so incredibly inspired by all your hard work and selfless acts
that Knighted Ventures has decided to take another step forward with our community
outreach.
  
Last Christmas, KV spent some holiday time helping out with the One Voice LA
Holiday Program. It was such a success, that we've decided to start encouraging more
of our staff to volunteer by hosting more outreach events throughout the year. We're
excited to help give back to the community.  The only problem is... we can't decide what
to do first!
  
That's where you come in, Knights. We've created a list of potential volunteer
opportunities that KV is interested in, and we want YOU to vote.
  
"I want to volunteer for:

The arts
The environment
Anything for people in need
Helping kids, specifically
Helping seniors, specifically
All of these sound great!
OTHER:  I Have A Better Idea!"

 Click Here To Cast Your Vote Now!
  
 

 

 Movers 
& 

Shakers

 
As you might imagine, we saw a lot of moving and shaking over the month of March,
particularly due to our new contract at Bike. We salute all of our Normandie staff who
have come aboard The Bicycle! Hopefully, you're all enjoying your new location,
getting to know all of your wonderful new coworkers and learning all the new games!
 
Moving from Normandie to Casino 580, we have Michael Reeves. Toan Nguyen also
moved from Lotus to Casino 580. Gregory Smith moved from Lotus to Bike. Returning
to SoCal (Bike) from Lodi, we have Holly Mills, Melinda Welty, Perla Guzman, Debra
Carter, Pablo Padilla, and Alice Leung. Also, moving from Lotus to Lodi, we have
Stephanie English, Joseph Orta, Alex Siemantel, Mong Yang, and Gregory Tatom.
 
Please give a warm welcome to all of the new KV faces you see in the casinos!
 

 

Employee Spotlight

How many of these dots are red?
 

You can't win if you don't play!
  

Congrats, Karl Lukes, on
your Banker Brilliance!!  You

won an Insignia Flex tablet!
 

 
1.) If you were to lay out a 52 card deck
lengthwise in a straight line with all cards
connected, about how long would it be?
 
A.) 5 Feet
B.) 10 Feet
C.) 15 Feet
D.) 20 Feet
E.) 25 Feet
 
Answer: C.) 15 Feet.
 
Each card is about 3.5 inches
lengthwise.  3.5 inches x 52 cards = 182
inches.  1 foot = 12 inches, so 182 inches
= 15.167 feet.
 
2.) If you randomly select 2 cards from a
52 card deck, what are the odds that it is
a pair?
 
A.) 1 in 13
B.) 4 in 52
C.) 3 in 52
D.) 4 in 51

E.) 3 in 51
 
Answer: E.) 3 in 51
 
The way to think of it is - the first card
you select can be any card.  Now, the
second card you pick must match the first
card.  There are a total of 51 cards left,
and only 3 of them will match the first
card chosen, so there's a 3 in 51 chance
of picking a card that matches the first
card.
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Employee Spotlight
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 Bike Casino

 
Quynh Tran

 
Prior to joining Knighted
Ventures, Quynh worked in
Seminole, Oklahoma as a tennis
coach and director. Although his
passion lies in improving
people's tennis game, Quynh
decided to try another industry,
and started as a third-party
proposition player with another
company before making his
transition to Knighted Ventures.
What he enjoys most about
working with KV is the very

friendly and open attitudes of his coworkers, and is always surprised by how approachable
everyone is. Supervisors describe Quynh as someone who is always dependable, while
consistently showing in actions and words how much he appreciates his coworkers.

Fun Fact: Quynh loves telling funny and embarrassing stories about himself and his loved
ones. One of his most embarrassing moments was accidentally using the women's
bathroom while trying to watch a movie with friends!

  
   

Rohan Ranasinghe  
 

 
Rohan is an honorably-discharged Sergeant of
the U.S. Marine Corps, having served in both
active and reserve capacity for a total of five
years. After he completed his service, he
lived in the Orange County area, mostly doing
work with the anime convention circuit. He
describes his career at Knighted Ventures as
"awesome": he feels that every day is a new
experience, and enjoys being paid to have
fun! Supervisors describe Rohan as showing
an impressive amount of dedication, while
always being the person on shift that makes
everyone smile and enjoy their time at work.

Fun Fact: Rohan appeared on an episode of
Conan O'Brien! He was wearing a tuxedo as
an audience member in a taping, and the
camera turned to him to make fun of him for a
bit on funny Craigslist advertisements!

     

Casino 580
 

Tim Arrighi
 

     
Tim Arrighi finished college just prior to joining
Knighted Ventures, graduating with a degree in
Criminal Justice and Public Administration.  He
heard about the job through one of our KV Shift
Leads, Garrett Clark, who played on his old
baseball team. In addition to baseball, he is a
huge hockey fan and roots for the San Jose
Sharks. Tim thinks the job is "just plain
awesome"! His favorite aspect of his job is his
coworkers, since they always make the job an
enjoyable experience.  Supervisors describe Tim
as dependable and reliable, and that he's a
pleasure to have him on the team!

Fun Fact: Every year Tim spends a week in Bass

 
3.) If you were to add up an entire 52-
card deck "Baccarat-Style," what would
be the total?
 
Answer:  0  
All 10's and Pictures are zeros, so you
can disregard those.  You then add
1+2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9 and get 45.  45 x 4
= 180, which has a Baccarat value of 0.
 
4.) If you were to add up an entire 52-
card deck "Blackjack-Style," and count
all aces as 11, what would be the total?

Answer: 380

2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9+10+10+10+10+11 =
95.  95 x 4 = 380
 
5.) If you get a natural Blackjack, what
are the odds that it is a Suited Ace/King?

A.) 1 in 4
B.) 1 in 8
C.) 1 in 16
D.) 1 in 32
E.) 1 in 64

Answer: C.) 1 in 16
 
It is given that one of the cards is an ace
and the other card is a 10, J, Q or K.  So
there is a 1 in 4 chance of it being a
King, and a 1 in 4 chance of it being the
same suit as the ace, so you multiply
these together and get 1 in 16. 

The  KnightedThe  Knighted
Venture s TrainingVenture s Training

S ite !S ite !



Fun Fact: Every year Tim spends a week in Bass
Lake, where he swims and camps with his family!
He also makes his own furniture!  

 
  

Lotus Casino
 

Andy Lee
 
Recently graduated from UCSB in Sociology,
Andy is currently on track to earn his Masters at
Sacramento State in Social Work. His ultimate
career goal is to become an adoption social
worker, and joined Knighted Ventures with the
help of a KV employee that is a personal friend.
Andy describes the work environment as fast-
paced, and especially loves the fact that he
meets new and interesting people every day.
His supervisors describe him as someone who
is excited to go the extra mile, while his attitude
is inviting and warm to others.

Fun Fact: Andy loves to play music, and his
instrument of choice is the guitar. High school is
when he learned about his passion for music.
He enjoys playing acoustic the most, and says
that he only performs for people he thinks are
special in his life. 

           

The 101 Casino
 

Anthony Patino
 

Anthony was taking various college courses
in Santa Rosa before finding Knighted
Ventures.  He studied Horticulture, Interior
Design, and Automotive Repair among many
other diverse subjects. Working at Walmart,
he saw one of our advertisements  and was
immediately drawn to KV because of the
math assessments in the hiring process.  He
claims he took the math test online until he
"broke the system" and it wouldn't let him
take it anymore! Anthony loves the job, and
can see himself moving forward with the
company in the future.  He is pleased that he
works with such great people.  Also, he enjoys calculating payouts and describes himself

as an expert at it.

Fun Fact: Anthony cultivates endangered species of carnivorous plants.  He has close to a
thousand now, and he plans to set up shop in the future and make a business out of it!
 

Palace Casino
 

Jean Abuan
 

Jean was an experienced third-party proposition player
before she joined Knighted Ventures, while also serving at
restaurants and studying for medical school. She always
thought that this was going to be her "second job", but it
quickly turned out to be her first and favorite. Jean
appreciates what KV has done to shape the industry: she
was afraid that she was going to feel out of place around a
new banking crew, but she says it felt more like a reunion
than being the new kid in school!

Fun Fact: Jean loves to travel to anywhere and everywhere
she can go. She is currently on a trip in Florida, and the
most exotic place that she's been to is the Mayan Riviera! 

 
 

Want to learn Double Hand?
Need a refresher on Three Card?
The KV training website is your
resource for further developing

your skills. The site is under
continual development, with new
modules - courses, manuals, and
practice materials - being added

on a monthly basis.

Access to the site does require a
Google account for information
security purposes. If you need

assistance in setting up an
account or are having trouble
accessing the site with your

Gmail account please contact
Kyle Myers by emailing him
at kmyers@knighted.com. 

Come visit the site HERE and if
you would like to see any content

additions, please just let us
know!
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Energy drink sales are poised to
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Lodi Casino
 

Vanna Mom
 

Vanna Mom worked at the Lodi Casino for its previous
banking company. Vanna is really happy to be with KV,
mainly because of all the changes she's experienced.
She likes that the company takes itself seriously, but
still allows for enjoyment and fun while on the clock. One
of her favorite aspects of working for KV is the training
time she's able to receive: it gives her time to hone her
skills while getting to interact with others in fun and
competitive ways. Vanna describes herself as outgoing,
and her supervisors appreciate how flexible she has
been with the company, along with her positive attitude
and her willingness to always help.
 
Fun Fact: Vanna describes herself as a "jukebox". You
can give her any word, and she can always find a song
in her memory that contains that word and sing it for you!
Although people think she's the shy type, she loves to
surprise people with this fact!
 

Please join us in congratulating and thanking these
talented and dedicated people. Keep up the good
work!

On seeking greater understanding of the role of
gaming in the Mesozoic era via third party proposition

player time travel: paralleling the dinosauric and
human conditions

by Ron "Iceface" Mendelow 
 

   
I must advise that this particular assignment for the Knighted Writer newsletter stands out
as the most difficult assignment to date.  The chief editor informed me that I must focus on
dinosaurs due to the theme of this month's newsletter.  Exactly how can a banker-journalist
integrate dinosaurs with the on-goings of casino activities, and issues related to the duties of
a third party proposition player?  My column is a humor column, how could such a topic
possibly make people laugh?  Well, I just could not disappoint our most excellent owners,
Roy and Jieho.  They deserve a good laugh after working so diligently, and so intensely, to
acquire the Bicycle Casino as our newest client.  I could not let them down. 
 
I knew of no other way to develop a finely
crafted work of journalism than to interview
dinosaurs themselves.  I would figure out a
way to interview some dinosaurs.  Although
problematic, such an achievement would not
be impossible - nothing is impossible.  Some
obstacles, however, did exist while pursuing
such an endeavor.  Unfortunately, dinosaurs
no longer dwell on this planet.  Even if I
encountered a dinosaur I did not possess the
ability to converse with him or her - I do not
speak dinosaur.  I speak Horse fluently (a
very easy language, just 3 tenses, although I
do not know the African dialect Zebra), I
speak Rhinoceros with some fluency (similar in difficulty to a human language), and I
speak Elephant to some degree, although with a far from marvelous accent (an extremely
complex language, 27 tenses, and twice as many words as English).  Not only would I
need to speak with a dinosaur for this assignment, I would need to learn Dinosaur for this
assignment.....

Energy drink sales are poised to
double in the next five years. This,
according to New York Daily News.
Other reputable news sources like
Reuters and USA Today have also
carried statistics attesting to the fact

that the canned concoctions of
sugar, caffeine and a brew of not-

clinically-proven-to-be-effective
herbs and supposed vitamin mixes
are growing in popularity. They can

be found in school cafeterias,
restaurants, gas stations and

pharmacies. So if they are perfectly
legal, why is USA today asking

civilians to treat these drinks like
drugs and why are college and high

school health care professionals
campaigning against their use?

In a nutshell...because frequent and
long term use can have hazardous

effects on the heart, the kidneys, the
liver and pancreas to name a few. It
is even being argued that the energy
surge these drinks give you is now

addictive.

But what is someone living in this
fast-paced new millennium to do

when so much is being required of
everyone? People work, work out,
go to school, raise kids, pay bills,
care for sick parents, nurture pets,

do charity work and are then

required to maintain their sanity. But
how? 

Well there are number of energy
boosters which are less synthetic,
(some still harmful if overused) but

generally less strenuous on the body
which one can consume.

1.) Tried and true coffee- Yes it is
bad for you in excess. But

nutritionists have stated a cup of Joe
to start your day, especially without
extra sugar can give you the pep in

your step needed without all the
additives which neither you nor your

kidneys know how to handle.

2.) Green, black or chai tea - Again
naturally derived from nature and

easier on the endocrine system than
the "11 herbs and spices" in the can

you're used to sipping on.



assignment.....
 
Dr. Bunsen Honeydew, M.D./Ph.D, genius and renowned inventor, possessed the ability to
assist me in this matter.  Last month, however, we had something of a "falling out."  An
argument regarding the future of the Dewey decimal system had created a major rift
between the two of us.  I needed to reach out to the great doctor.  I called Honeydew at
Muppet Labs, apologized for my dissenting opinion, and informed Honeydew that he
possessed an optimal perspective of the library sciences.  Dr. Honeydew then agreed to
provide some desperately needed aid.  He reassured me that several different devices in
the lab would enhance the quality of my journalistic product.

 
Honeydew had in his possession a time
machine, and a Brontosaurus-To-English
translation machine.  He had invented the time
machine in the summer of 1985 after attending
a movie theater double feature of Back to the
Future, and Pee-wee's Big Adventure.  The B-
2-E translator, however, dates back to 1967,
when Honeydew had collaborated with Timothy
Leary.  During this period Dr. Honeydew had
generated some bizarre, and apparently
useless inventions.
 
 
At sunset, on an undisclosed evening, Dr.

Honeydew and I drove in a U-Haul to a desolate location in the middle of the desert. 
Transporting the time machine to the most optimal coordinates, we set up base camp
approximately midway between Joshua Tree Park, and Needles, CA.  We adjusted the
time travel dial, and programmed the machine to place me on earth 149 million years ago. 
I stepped into the phone-booth-sized contraption carrying a six pack of red bull, a bottle of
aspirin, and the B-2-E translator.  I pressed "go," and 12 minutes later arrived at the
intended destination.
 
Stepping out of the machine I felt a very hot, humid climate, and viewed a landscape filled
with massive, exotic green vegetation.  In the distance I saw the remnants of an utterly
obliterated, formerly massive building.  Pieces of brick, mortar, chairs, tables, playing
cards, dice, cigarettes, and enormous casino chips lay upon the ground for hundreds of
square miles.  Quite a scary and confusing sight.  I saw a brontosaurus roaming the forest,
and decided to approach him with the B-2-E translator in hand.

 
The brontosaurus seemed quite melancholy,
wore a plaid fedora hat, and carried several
baccarat notepads.  Using the B-2-E
translator I interviewed this gentle giant, and
obtained some intriguing information. 
Apparently the destroyed building once
functioned as the dinosaurs' one and only
casino.  Every subspecies developed an
insatiable appetite for gaming.  Soon every
dinosaur on earth entered, and never left the
facility.  The pterodactyls worked as chip
runners, and flew about the casino with swift
haste.  The groups of T-Rexes ate with
reckless abandon, and ran up outrageously high food service bills.  The casino housed
over two hundred and fifty thousand baccarat tables, and these tables made an excessive
profit - dinosaur baccarat only paid out two bonuses:  dragon and tie, no panda. 
 
Approximately one month earlier a very large meteor fell from the sky, collided with the
casino, and obliterated 99.96% of the dinosaur population.  The fedora brontosaurus
believed that his species stood no chance of surviving this tragedy.  He advised, however,
that his longing for baccarat and pai gow tiles far supersedes his feelings of loneliness, and
isolation.  He reminisced upon the days and nights spent playing baccarat, betting dragon,
and the exhilaration of winning a 40:1 payout.  Mr. Fedora desperately wanted to
accompany me on my return voyage to 2014.  He longed to once again roam a casino floor,
and experience the thrill of playing baccarat.  I felt great sympathy for Mr. Fedora, but
advised him that he would not fit inside the time machine.
 
I returned to 2014 with a feeling of gratitude.  Thank goodness, in this era of the space-time
continuum, we have myriad casinos on this planet.  Thank goodness, for the time being, a
meteor shower does not threaten the existence of gaming, and of human kind.  Every day
above ground is a good day, and every day casinos stand above ground is a phenomenal
day. 
 

you're used to sipping on.

3.) Good ol' water - Water is
involved in nearly every chemical

process in the body. So sometimes
that fatigue you feel isn't sleepiness
or your body saying please load me
up with harmful chemicals. Instead

it's your body saying, "Please water
me. I'm slow, sluggish and grinding to

a near halt because everything in
me is parched and I have no water

in my engine."

4.) Vegetable and fruit smoothies -
These brews of vitamins, that have
been proven by doctors to work for

centuries, help optimize the
metabolism. A healthy metabolism

helps the body create its own
energy more quickly and use the
energy from food more rapidly. 

Tip: blends with kale will
supercharge you. Ginger increases
circulation, and lemon helps your

body maintain its optimal pH. 

5.) Protein shakes - No these are not
just for meat heads and gym babes.
A high quality protein shake (with milk

or wheat germ or other healthy
carbohydrate source) can give you

a sustainable energy boost and
prevent distracting hunger pangs for
a long time. And the best part is no
jitters or crash. It doesn't hurt that
protein is a main component of

muscle; who among us doesn't want
to aid and abet the growth of a little

more lean muscle?

6.) Yerba matte drinks - These have
been consumed by residents of

South America for centuries and are
scientifically shown to deliver a

naturally-sourced dose of caffeine
and antioxidants to the body.

7.) Coconut water - For those of us
who love Gatorade, how 'bout trying
nature's version of the sports drink.
Used by some of the world's best
athletes from the hottest climates,

this natural electrolyte replacer
makes your organs smile, instead of

cringe. 

*Aretha Welch is a NESTA-certified
personal trainer and healthy living



 

 

 

The Power of Willpower
by 

Senior Manager, Jason Kim
 

 
When I was asked to contribute to the KV newsletter, I drew a blank. Every other week, the
lead supervisors in Northern California meet to discuss the goings on at each of our casinos
and ways to improve as a team. I figured, why not write about an interesting topic from one
of those meetings.
 
To give some background, I'll have to bring up a couple of studies that took place in the
past to learn about willpower and self control. The first study took place in the 90s and
involved placing subjects in a room, alone, with a bowl of warm chocolate chip cookies,
straight from the oven, as well as a bowl of raw radishes. Half of the participants were told
that they could eat as many cookies as they wanted. The other half were told that they could
not eat the cookies and had to try the raw radishes. The experiment lasted 15 minutes and
clearly the radish eaters' resolves were tested mightily. Subsequently, all the participants
were given a puzzle test. This puzzle could not be solved and was given to test how long
each participant would attempt to beat this puzzle. As one might guess, the radish eaters
showed quite a bit more frustration and gave up in 1/2 the time.
 
Our 2nd test takes us back to the '70s. The study was performed on 4-year-olds. In the
study, individual preschoolers were left in a room for 15 minutes with a single marshmallow.
They were told that they could eat the marshmallow, but if they waited until the researcher
returned, they would receive 2 marshmallows. Many years later, the kids from the study
were tracked down and those who had the self control to wait for the researcher tended to
have on average 210 points higher on their SAT and generally better outcomes in the areas
of addiction.
 
I bring up these studies as examples because they demonstrate that 1) willpower, like a
muscle, will become exhausted and weakened with continued use and 2) stronger
willpower tends to lead to better outcomes and may be a bigger factor in success than
intelligence.
 
So how can we use this information to our advantage?
 
I know that many of us have children that we'd want to give tools for success to, and
individually I, like many of us, am always looking for incremental ways to improve. There
are a few things we can do to conserve our willpower as well as slowly strengthen it (like a
muscle).

 
1) Try to have a routine. A simple way to start a
routine would be to begin a journal. Give yourself a
specific window each day to write in your journal. One
of the things you should include in your journal would
be a review of specific situations where you lost self
control or willpower. Write about any specific trigger

personal trainer and healthy living
activist. Though she admits to
drinking energy drinks when

desperate for a quick, drastic fix,
she hopes her work can help young
people be more moderate in their

consumption of these chemical-rich,
health impairing substances.

 

Classy Casinosaurs

  

 
Our KV trainers Kyle and Stephen had a
class a very long time ago with some
unusual new-hires.  The entire class was
comprised of prehistoric dinosaurs.
 As you can expect, coaching these
reptilians on banking procedures was
not easy.  This is their story.
  
Kyle and VelociRAPtor
 
Kyle: "So, Rap, we've decided after
longer deliberation that you are just not



control or willpower. Write about any specific trigger
that caused you to lose self-discipline and then write
up a very specific, detailed plan for how you will
handle a similar situation in the future. Visualize these
situations and how you will act over and over. Turn
them into a habit in your mind so that it becomes an
habitual reaction when you see your trigger.
 
2) What a daily routine does for you is to eliminate
many small decisions that chip away at your
willpower reserves. Decisions such as when should I
wake up to get to work, what route should I take, what
should I eat. All these decisions take a small toll on
your willpower. Building a routine or planning
beforehand help to conserve your willpower for those situations where you will need it most.
 
3) As you become comfortable with this routine, try to add time for something that interests
you. If you would like to build up this willpower in your children, sign them up to learn an
instrument, or play a sport. Join an intramural team or if you want to be writer, set a block of
time each day to just write or read about a subject you would like to learn about. Keeping to
this routine strengthens and builds up your willpower and may bring more order to other
areas of your life.
 
Is this a foolproof method to achieve everything you want in life? Probably not. Is it easy to
do? Well it's much easier said than done. I'd just say if it makes sense to you, give it a try
and let me know how it goes.
 
If you'd like to learn more about this here are some references that I used as motivation for
this article: (1) Willpower: Rediscovering the Greatest Human Strength (Roy Baumeister
and John Tierney). (2) The Power of Habit (Charles Duhigg).

 

 

GAMERS IN GAMING
Gaming profiles among our ranks

- featuring Geovanny Martinez

 
We find ourselves in a very interesting time in history when "gaming" has morphed into
more than just players around a card table. Knighted Ventures employs gamers of all
types, from role players, to board gamers, to sports lovers, to game developers.
 
Are you an avid Call of Duty player?
Well, you may find Geovanny
Martinez, of Bicycle Casino, as one
of the players queued in your game
lobby. His story is probably one that
sounds extremely familiar, maybe
even something you can relate to
from your own gaming past.
 
Like most of us gamers today, Geovanny began playing video games when he was young.
Back in the day, though, we couldn't rely on groundbreaking graphics and advanced
multiplayer options to keep us playing; no, games needed to be challenging, offering
puzzles to keep us thinking. It was no surprise, then, that Geovanny's favorite game
growing up was Tetris! 

Now, Geovanny spends most of his time playing multiplayer games with at least a group of
three or four people. Geovanny is happy playing Call of Duty: Ghosts both online and with
his friends and family. 
 
If  you're in the SoCal area and love playing CoD with friends, reach out and speak up! If
you're just a gamer looking for some buddies to shoot things with, let us know! Click the link
below, fill out our survey, and we'll try to connect you with gamers in your area.
 
Let's Play! 
 
 

longer deliberation that you are just not
a fit for the company."
  
Rap: "What gives, yo?"
  
Kyle: "We're concerned about you
maintaining the banker/dealer
relationship.  This was addressed after
you ate one of your other classmates."
  
Rap: "Carnivores gotta eat, yo."
  
Kyle: "I understand that, however it's
clearly stated in our policy that you are
not allowed to eat other players."
  
Rap: "Yo, maybe Brachy shouldn't have
split 10's on third base when
everybody's high rollin'."

Kyle: "You know...you're not here to
gamble, right?"

Pterodactyl and Kyle
 
Pterodactyl: "What's a dragon, Kyle?"
 
Kyle: "Large, winged, lizard-like
creature."
 
Pterodactyl: "So why don't they call it a
Pterodactyl, then?"
 
Kyle: "Dragons breathe fire. Can you
breathe fire?"
 
Pterodactyl: "I could work on it...?"
 
Kyle: "Also, dragons pay 40:1. Can
you pay 40:1?"
 
Pterodactyl: "Nevermind, I quit."
  

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001B4WkWb432rQGu6XnQ8SndWaPC4WqA1H5CPTsi1WtOuezdWRU8e5ssvxLnR71myjrT7Op5JC39UeRMr0AW07MC7CbOv_UatWy6lvT_daRo1nEfcSTl-X2YncLYZ_yP4qYTW4GM-9KlVrqx2MsmcTEcaenM-YcHBFh0C3wSU4VdJ_gm9I6bOTOojb-K5DYt7Tk70GTyv2sgWJq3vZxRbYU8yNeRsejhNnzBiozdBC6RHsXZQB438B2VZDTFlMJFGdQ8iwTk8uAplE=&c=&ch=


 
Steve and T-Rex
 
Steve: "Well, Rex.  Over the course of
the week I've seen a lot of progress.
 However, I'm concerned about you
being able to really get your claw out
there to address the dealer. Those
vestigial arms don't reach very far."
 
Rex: "You're kidding, right?"
 
Steve: "What I'd like you to do, is get
some new arms while you're getting
your pockets sewn up.  We're going to

provide you with a small stipend of 75
dollars to do that."
 
....$75 later...
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